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Introduces a lifestyle plan that includes motivational advice, tested recipes, health ideas, and nutritional
recommendations to assist in treating major health problems, including diabetes, unhealthy weight,
hypertension, and heart disease
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I DID start this diet 20 yrs ago! This book is full of gems, particularly if looking at the balance of insulin
vs.! Well okay, sometimes I've fallen off the wagon, end up being it pushed by sugars cravings or alcohol.
But follow the program and it functions. You need to recognize when some labels make zero sense re
their glucose amounts (also to avoid them).If you want to understand low carb diets, you have to read the
book.So join the club! And have been using this diet ever since! Get rid of synthetic poisunes carbs. You
need to wonder about their motivations? They just want to create something (anything)? They are paid by
the glucose industry somehow? It's hard to know. You want to yell "it isn't a dam* fad"! You need to
learn to determine 'net carbs' from product labels. Finished . I discover the most disturbing is soooo many
content about these 'Fad' low carbohydrate diets. There are therefore a lot of things (that taste good!) that
focus on a low carb diet. I as well am losing weight.! A must buy. Choose the paper version. glucagon
hormones, which in turn get what happens with this fat burning capacity and how our bodies are affected.
I'm happy to now have this publication on my kindle. Wouldn't be without a copy, ever. Outstanding!
This book gives a great education on crucial science to understand the biochemistry behind the Ketogenic
diet and Dr. It really is hard to believe that can be controlled by the composition of foods we
consume--proteins, body fat, and carbohydrates and the relative proportions of every. He also tosses in a
few literary estimates for those who are inclined that way.About 20 years have passed since he wrote it,
therefore some small bits of his advice have been outdated. Mainly, he was still recommending a bit more
fruit and the grains that people no longer perform in Keto today, but the knowledge of the biochemistry
of ketosis one gains in reading this tome far, considerably outweighs that minimal bump. I wish I had read
this book when it first came out, but it is still highly relevant 2 years later Exceptional book. Eades rocks
it! It covers the technology of metabolism within an understandable way. I DID buy this book when it first
arrived!) the better, it would make our lives easier and vastly more healthy! Eades writes it therefore well
that it’s completely understandable to even nonscience types. Great book. Very effective weight loss
program. If your serious about loosing weight, buy this reserve and follow the suggestions to a "T". If you
agree with the science that is explained in easy to comprehend terms, weight loss is simple. Useful details.
My doctor's comment, keep following the plan you are on since it is functioning! I lost over 10 lbs the
initial week, and 45 pounds in about 4 a few months. This one works! You gotta appreciate everything
meat and eggs and additional Protien resources and you don't need to count calories. Say good bye (until
your on maintenance setting) to carbs, including sweets, bread, pasta and everything else that makes you
fats.! It's a little cumbersome with digital. There's a lot of charts and tables you'll want to refer to. A plan
that works The difference between the Drs Eades' book and others is a well documented rationale for
each part of his plan. Not just assertions predicated on intuition or "good sense," but facts predicated on
responsible analysis and clinical experience. Lots of great, accurate info. i tried it and stayed with it
because it worked. This book provides fundamental knowledge from which one can gain a perspective
that will permit one to comfortably begin to confidently manage his own health..and it still does, thirty
pounds less on the scales and 6 inches less aound the tummy. Do your component to avoid the obesity
epidemic! It works!3. Good information. He has dropped 21 pounds so far and is usually continuing to
lose. He is assured he can lose right now. You have to put the function into it to discover them and cook
them. Nothing else has worked for us. It requires dedication and it's very difficult the 1st week. BUT,
within a short time, I get back on the horse and in no time, back to being in good shape. Stick to it. I will
admit though, it's probably not for everyone. This is a life style change that's doable. Best book ever.5
(yes, that isn't a typo) down to 6. This book was recommended to my husband when he was in ER for
possible heart attack. The best part of all, you won't be hungry in the event that you do things properly.!
P.S. motivational. What a fantastic way to lose excess weight. It actually helped to understand why I had a
need to eat this way, and what caused the center attach that I got. Go through and followed this plan 15
years ago to lose weight for my daughters wedding and it worked. In case you are really attempting to get



your insulin to be able, lower bad cholesterol and raise great cholesterol, lower blood circulation pressure
plus lose pounds this is the book for you. I have currently started losing and also have been on this
program for one month. What your doctor won't tell you! For you personally health I would recommend
this book. There is also a companion reserve called "The Protein Power Plan" with menu tips that
basically helped get me started.. Great read! Providing evidence for an increased meat, more carnivorous
method of eating years before it became since well-known as it is now. Wish I'd heard about this book in
the past. The more of us that demand mfg make factors with much less carbs (NO ADDED Glucose!
Good to need to refer back to on different topics. After being identified as having Type II diabetes 5 years
ago, I read the book again and also have dropped my A1C from 11. They persuaded me, twenty years
ago; You WILL understand what to consume, what not to eat, and why. Very good information. He is
very overweight. This good has some great information regarding diabetes.But that's what some wish to
characterize it as. Life changing, inspiring & I also am dropping excess weight that means it is even better.
Good book Good book Five Stars Excellent book
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